OPENING STATEMENT BY VICE-PRESIDENT TUGENDHAT TO THE BUDGET COUNCIL, IN BRUSSELS, ON THURSDAY 6 SEPTEMBER 1984.

At the previous meeting of this Budget Council on 18/19 July I drew the attention of delegations to the need for the timely adoption by the Budget Authority of a supplementary budget for 1984 and hence the importance of the early establishment by the Council of a draft such budget on the basis of the proposal presented by the Commission on 6 July. I emphasized then that the additional resources which the Commission had requested were required in order to enable the Community to fulfill the obligations which it had entered into in the implementation of existing Community policies.
I should like today to reiterate, in a more formal manner, on the Commission's behalf the urgent need for the Council to act. If the additional budgetary provisions are not made in time, we shall no longer be able, during the last two months of this year, to honour in full the financial demands which will be made upon us as a result of obligations previously contracted, notably in the agricultural sector. These obligations are the result of the decisions which the Council itself has taken and of the Commission's responsibility for the prudent management of the Common Agricultural Policy. In order for the Budget Authority to adopt in good time the supplementary budget necessary to enable these obligations to be met, the Council itself needs to establish, and transmit to the European Parliament, the draft of such a budget immediately.
The Commission at its meeting yesterday reviewed the situation caused by the continued absence of a supplementary budget. We decided to renew in the most pressing terms our request to the Council to take the necessary decisions so as to enable the full discharge of the expenditure obligations which the Community has legally contracted. Our assessment of the gravity of the situation, and our awareness of our own particular institutional responsibilities is such that our request to the Council is being made within the framework of the invitation to act envisaged in Paragraph 2 of Article 175 of the Treaty of Rome. A letter from the President-en exercice of the Commission to the President of the Council confirming the Commission's invitation to the Council under this paragraph of Article 175 of the Treaty is being sent forward today.
I very much hope that this Council meeting will result in the taking by the Council of decisions concerning the establishment of a draft supplementary budget for 1984 which will constitute a satisfactory response to this invitation.
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